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ABSTRACT
We present U, V, and I-band images of the host galaxy of Hercules A (3C 348) obtained with HST/WFC3/UVIS.
We find a network of dusty filaments which are more complex and extended than seen in earlier HST observa-
tions. The filaments are associated with a faint blue continuum light (possibly from young stars) and faint Hα
emission. It seems likely that the cold gas and dust has been stripped from a companion galaxy now seen as
a secondary nucleus. There are dusty filaments aligned with the base of the jets on both eastern and western
sides of the galaxy. The morphology of the filaments is different on the two sides - the western filaments are
fairly straight, while the eastern filaments are mainly in two loop-like structures. We suggest that despite the
difference in morphologies, both sets of filaments have been entrained in a slow moving boundary layer outside
the relativistic flow. As suggested by Fabian et al. (2008), magnetic fields in the filaments may stabilize them
against disruption. We consider a speculative scenario to explain the relation between the radio source and the
shock and cavities in the hot ICM seen in the Chandra data (Nulsen et al. 2005). We suggest the radio source
originally (∼ 60 Myr ago) propagated along a position angle of ∼ 35◦ where it created the shock and cavities.
The radio source axis changed to its current orientation (∼ 100◦) possibly due to a supermassive black hole
merger and began its current epoch of activity about 20 Myr ago.
Keywords: Galaxies: active – Galaxies: jets – Galaxies: ISM
1. INTRODUCTION
Hercules A (3C 348) has the fourth highest flux density at
178 MHz. The two radio jets, extended over ∼ 400 kpc, have
remarkably different morphology (Dreher & Feigelson 1984;
Gizani & Leahy 2003; Cotton et al. 2013) with the Eastern
side showing a twisting jet, and the Western side showing a
series of ring-like features. There is no consensus explanation
for the difference in radio morphology (Mason et al. 1988;
Meier et al. 1991; Sadun & Morrison 2002; Saxton et al. 2002;
Nakamura et al. 2008).
The host galaxy is the dominant cD in a poor cluster at
redshift z=0.154 (Greenstein 1962; Owen & Laing 1989;
Allington-Smith et al. 1993; Zirbel 1996) and contains a sec-
ondary nucleus (e.g. Smith & Heckman 1989; Sadun & Hayes
1993; Baum et al. 1996; Ramos Almeida et al. 2011). Al-
though poor optically, the cluster is luminous in X-rays and
contains a cooling flow (Gizani & Leahy 2004; Nulsen et al.
2005). There are two ∼ 40 kpc-scale cavities in the X-ray
emitting gas that are nearly perpendicular to the radio axis
(Nulsen et al. 2005). There is a strong shock in the hot gas
indicating the release by the radio source of ∼ 1061 ergs of
mechanical energy (Nulsen et al. 2005).
There are dusty filaments in the host galaxy seen in HST
(Baum et al. 1996; de Koff et al. 1996) and ground-based
(Ramos Almeida et al. 2011) images. In this paper we
present deeper HST/WFC3 observations, examine the nature
of the filaments in more detail and discuss their relation to
the radio source. We adopt a cosmology with Ho = 71 km
s−1Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.27 and ΩΛ = 0.73 which gives a scale of
2.64 kpc/arcsec at the distance of Hercules A (DL = 726 Mpc).
2. HST OBSERVATIONS
The HST observations were obtained on October 8, 2012
during a 3-orbit visit. We obtained U, V, and I images with the
WFC3/UVIS camera. The observation parameters are given
in Table 1. The observations were dithered to allow removal
of cosmic rays and bad pixels and to cover the WFC3 chip
gap. The HST calibration pipeline was applied to the raw
data. Figure 1 shows theV-band image and the full extent of
the deep Jansky Very Large Array (JVLA) image from Cotton
et al. (2013). The U, V, and I images are shown in Figures 2,
3, and 4.
The optical emission lines are faint and low excitation (Tad-
hunter et al. 1993; Buttiglione et al. 2009). Hα+[NII] and
[OII] are the brightest emission lines in the optical spectrum
(Buttiglione et al. 2009). The U-band (F336W) filter lies blue-
ward of [OII] and the V-band (F606W) filter sits between
Hα+[NII] and [OII]. Thus the U and V filters are dominated
by the continuum in the host galaxy. There will be some con-
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Figure 1. Hercules A. HST/WFC3/UVIS V-band (F606W) image with contours of the 8.4 GHz JVLA image (Cotton et al. 2013) superposed showing the visible
extent of the radio source. The colors of the JVLA radio contours range from blue to red with increasing 8.4 GHz intensity. The red box shows the approximate
field of view for the subsequent figures.
Table 1
HST Observations
Band Filter Int. Time (sec)
U-Band F336W 3656
V-band F606W 1760
I-band F814W 1928
Note. — The HST observations
were taken under Program ID 13065
(PI. S. Baum). The filter name in the
second column contains the approxi-
mate central wavelength in nanome-
ters.
tamination of the I-band (F814W) filter by Hα+[NII]. Our
rough estimate suggests that contamination from Hα+[NII]
to the total flux is less than 20%, though this will be spatially
dependent.
Galactic (Milky Way) extinction was corrected using an
E(B-V) = 0.25. Internal extinction was corrected using
an E(B-V) = 0.34. This was calculated from the dered-
dened (Hα/Hβ) Balmer decrement ratio from the optical spec-
troscopy of Buttiglione et al. (2009), using
E (B−V )Hα/Hβ =
2.5×log(2.86/Robs)
k(λα)−k(λβ)
where Robs is the Balmer decrement (∼ 4.0) from
Buttiglione et al. (2009), and K(α) = 2.54, K(β)=3.61 for the
RV = 3.1 extinction law of Cardelli et al. (1989). The E(B-
V) derived from the Balmer Decrement was then converted
into extinctions at U- and I-band to correct our U- and I-band
photometry for internal extinction, using Table 3 of Cardelli
et al. (1989). Final extinctions were AUband−internal = 1.654 and
AIband−internal = 0.504.
3. RESULTS
3.1. The Nucleus
In our I-band image (Figure 4) we see a compact nucleus,
which is not seen in our V-band image. The detection in I-
band allows registration of the HST images with the JVLA
image. The I-band flux of the nucleus corrected for Galactic
extinction is 3.34± 0.77× 10−18 ergs s−1 cm−2 −1. In con-
trast, the nucleus was not detected in the NICMOS H-band
(Baldi et al. 2010) with an upper limit on the monochromatic
power of 2.2×1028 ergs s−1 Hz−1 which corresponds to a limit
on flux of 4.1× 10−18 s−1 cm−2 −1. We convolved the optical
spectrum from Buttiglione et al. (2009) with the WFC3 U, V,
and I bandpasses. The continuum in the spectrum is fairly
flat between V and I; while the Hα+[NII] lines (redshifted to
∼ 7575Å and with equivalent width ∼ 50Å) make a strong
contribution to the I band flux. Thus, the detection of the nu-
cleus in I band only seems likely to be due to the Hα+[NII]
lines. Our images also clearly show the secondary nucleus
previously detected by e.g., Smith & Heckman (1989)and
Sadun & Hayes (1993). We are not aware of a redshift for
the secondary nucleus.
3.2. The Dusty Filaments
The dusty filaments can be seen in Figures 3 and 8 in the
regular and unsharp-masked V-band images. The deeper HST
images presented here show a network of dusty filaments
which are more extended and more complex than the struc-
tures seen in the previous HST data (Baum et al. 1996; de
Koff et al. 1996). The largest angular size of the filament
web is ∼ 10′′ (∼ 26 kpc). Position angles of the cD galaxy,
secondary nucleus, and inner radio jets are given in Table 2.
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Figure 2. Hercules A. HST/WFC3/UVIS U-band (F336W) image smoothed
slightly with low level radio contours of the JVLA image superposed. This
image is not sensitive to the older stellar population. The compact feature 4′′
to the north-west is the secondary nucleus at RA = 16h 51m 07.98s Dec =
+04o 59′ 35.′′6 in the HST WCS.
Table 2
Position Angles of Key Components
Feature PA (deg)
Inner radio jets 100
cD Major Axis 120
Secondary Nucleus 135
Overall Dust Filaments ∼ 100
Inner eastern filament 87
Outer eastern filament 111
X-ray Cavities ∼ 35
Note. — Position Angle is mea-
sured East from North.
The overall position angle of the filaments is oriented along
the radio jet at PA ∼ 100◦, though there is considerable sub
structure. Of course, the morphology of the filaments differs
on the two sides of the source. On the western side, the fil-
aments tend to be relatively straight. Two filaments seem to
bracket the location of the western radio jet (projected in to-
wards the nucleus), while a third extends northwest up to the
east of the secondary nucleus. There is a blob of obscuration
just to the east of the secondary nucleus. On the eastern side
the filaments are in two curved structures resembling parts of
two loops - one extending ∼ 2′′ and the other ∼ 4′′ from the
nucleus.
Figure 5 shows a RGB image based on the I, V, and U-
band images. We see that there are faint patches of blue light
centered on the galaxy nucleus with a total extent of ∼ 3′′ (8
kpc) with some additional small patches further out. Some of
the blue patches are spatially adjacent to the dusty filaments.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Origin of the dusty filaments
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Figure 3. Hercules A. HST/WFC3/UVIS V-band (F606W) image with low
level radio contours of the JVLA image superposed in white. U-band
(F336W) contours are superposed in black.
Hercules A is in a cooling flow cluster (Nulsen et al. 2005)
with an estimated mass accretion rate of 90 M yr−1 (§4.3).
Cooling flows are thought to deposit cold gas in the central
dominant galaxies though at rates of about ∼ 10% of those in
the original cooling flow models (e.g., Edge 2001; Peterson &
Fabian 2006; O’Dea et al. 2008). Thus, it is possible that the
filaments are the result of gas condensing out of the cooling
flow.
On the other hand, there is a secondary nucleus which in
projection lies within the web of filaments (Figure 3) and
which may be experiencing a close encounter with or possibly
merging with the host galaxy and providing the gas/dust for
the filaments. Further, two of the western filaments extend out
to near the position of the secondary nucleus. There is a blob
of obscuration just to the east of the secondary nucleus. There
is also a blue continuum feature which extends from the nu-
cleus towards the secondary nucleus (Figs 2,5) which might
be due to star formation in the acquired gas. The I −V color
map (Fig. 6) shows that the secondary nucleus and the host
galaxy have similar colors. Sadun & Hayes (1993) suggested
tentatively that the secondary nucleus is an S0 galaxy with an
embedded disk and that the galaxy profile has been truncated.
Thus, we favor the interpretation that the dusty filaments are
due to gas acquired from an ongoing merger/encounter with
the secondary nucleus.
None of the dusty filaments seem to lie in a preferred plane
of the host galaxy. Combined with the "web-like" appearance
of the filaments this suggests that the cold gas has not had
time to settle in the galaxy, or alternatively the gas has been
disturbed, e.g., by the hot ISM or the radio jets.
4.2. Estimated Masses of Dust and Gas in the Filaments
We use the I −V color map (Fig. 6) to roughly quantify
the physical properties of the gas and dust in the filaments.
Following the methodology of Sadler & Gerhard (1985) as
adapted by de Koff et al. (2000), the lower-limit filamentary
dust mass Mdust can be estimated by
Mdust = Σ〈Aλ〉Γ−1λ , (1)
where Σ is the area covered by the dusty filaments, 〈Aλ〉 is
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Figure 4. Hercules A. HST/WFC3/UVIS I-band (F814W) image. We detect
the host galaxy nucleus at RA = 16h 51m 08.14s Dec = +04o 59′ 33.′′6 in the
HST WCS. The nucleus seems likely to be dominated by Hα+[NII] (§??,3.1).
The secondary nucleus is 4′′ to the north-west of the nucleus of the host
galaxy. Low level radio contours of the JVLA image are superposed in white.
U-band (F336W) contours are superposed in black.
the mean extinction due to dust within this area, and Γλ is the
mass absorption coefficient, for which we adopt the Galactic
value at V -band from van Dokkum & Franx (1995);
ΓV ≈ 6×10−6mag kpc2M−1 . (2)
A mean “off-filament” I −V galaxy color is subtracted
from a mean “on-filament” dust color, yielding a color excess
E(I −V )≈ −0.4 associated with the filaments that is (roughly)
independent of Milky Way and other internal extinction ef-
fects. After converting this color excess to an extinction at
V -band (AV,dust ≈ 0.775 mag) following the Galactic RV = 3.1
law (Cardelli et al. 1989), equations 1 and 2 are used to esti-
mate a rough lower limit dust mass of Mdust ≈ 3.8×106 M.
If the filaments follow Galactic gas-to-dust ratios, the gas
mass in the filaments would be roughly 100 times higher, or
∼ 4×108M. Finally, the extinction due to dust (AV,dust) can
be used with the relation from Predehl & Schmitt (1995) to
estimate an associated neutral hydrogen column density of
∼ 1.4×1021 cm−2.
4.3. Star Formation
Nulsen et al. (2005) note that the high central electron den-
sity determined from Chandra observations gives a central
cooling time consistent with cooling flow clusters. Additional
details are provided by Nulsen (2012, private communica-
tion) and Tremblay et al. (2013). The cooling radius (where
tcool = 7.7 Gyr) is at roughly 120 kpc (the number is not very
well defined because the density profile is quite flat on the in-
side of the shock, so tcool varies slowly there). These numbers
imply a cooling power of about 1044 erg s−1 which gives a
cooling rate of 90 M yr−1 (for kT = 4.5 keV). However, the
cooling times will change after the shock moves on, so the
number is going to change on a timescale that is short com-
pared to the cooling time.
The blue continuum light seen in Figures 2 and 5 may be
due to low levels of star formation in the cold gas. High
levels of star formation, i.e., a star burst, has already been
ruled out (e.g., Dicken et al. 2009). We can estimate star for-
mation rates (SFRs) using UV observations of photons from
hot young stars, Hα observations of gas photoionized by the
young stars, and by Infrared emission from dust heated by the
young stars (e.g., Kennicutt 1998; Schmitt et al. 2006). The
Hα luminosity is L(Hα) ' 1.9× 1041 erg s−1 (Buttiglione et
al. 2009). Using the calibration of Kennicutt (1998) gives a
SFR(Hα) ∼ 1.5 M yr−1. Because of the “contamination"
of the I-band filter with Hα+[NII] (§??, 3.1) there may be
structure in the I-band image due to the emission line gas. In
Figure 7 we see faint structure in the I-band unsharp-masked
image which is spatially coincident with the blue continuum
seen in the U-band image. We expect the I-band continuum,
extending from the old stellar component, to be smoothly dis-
tributed and mostly follow the smooth H-band surface bright-
ness profile. Nevertheless, the I-band unsharp mask reveals
clumpy and filamentary structures that we expect arise primar-
ily from the Hα+[NII] contamination in the bandpass, which
is not expected to be as smoothly distributed. It is therefore
possible that the structure seen in Fig. 7 are Hα filaments,
which are cospatial with the U-band filament, consistent with
H-alpha that has been excited by young stars. The Spitzer 24
µm flux density is 2.0±0.2 mJy (Dicken et al. 2008). Using
the conversion of Rieke et al. (2009) gives a star formation
rate of SFR(24) ' 4.1 M yr−1. Using the U-band flux den-
sity corrected for galactic and internal extinction (using the
Balmer decrement) (1.4×10−16 erg sec−1 cm−2 Å−1) and con-
verting to luminosity gives L(U) ∼ 3.3× 1021 W Hz−1. Us-
ing the relation for U-band derived star formation rates from
massive stars (> 5 M) (Cowie et al. 1997; Hopkins 1998)
gives a star formation rate of ∼ 0.6 M yr−1. The values of
SFR from the Hα, IR, and UV are consistent with star forma-
tion rates of a few percent of the mass accretion rate derived
from the cooling power as typically found in cluster cooling
flows (e.g., McNamara & O’Connell 1989; Peterson & Fabian
2006; O’Dea et al. 2008).
4.4. Radio and Optical Emission Line Properties
The emission line nebula is faint and low excitation (Tad-
hunter et al. 1993; Buttiglione et al. 2009, 2010). Buttiglione
et al. (2010) suggest that Hercules A is a member of a small
class of Extremely Low Excitation Galaxies (ELEG). Radio
powers as large as that of Her A (Log P408' 28.3 W Hz−1) are
generally only found in FRII radio galaxies. The Hα+[NII]
emission line luminosity (Log L ' 34.6 W), using the mea-
surements of Buttiglione et al. (2009) is about 1.5 orders of
magnitude low for a FRII radio galaxy with that radio power.
However, the emission line luminosity lies on an extrapola-
tion to high radio power of the emission line vs radio relation
for FRI radio galaxies found by Baum et al. (1995). Thus, the
ratio of emission line to radio power in Herc A is consistent
with that of an FRI radio galaxy.
Adopting a 1400 MHz core flux density from Gizani &
Leahy (2003) and a total flux density from Kuehr et al.
(1981) gives the ratio of radio core to extended flux density
R∼ 8.5×10−4 (log R' −3.1). For comparison, sources with
a similar high total radio power have a median log R ' −2.4
(Baum et al. 1995). The value found in Hercules A is on the
low end of the distribution of R values. Capetti et al. (2011)
speculate that the low [OIII]/Hβ combined with the low radio
core to extended radio emission ratio suggest that the nucleus
of Hercules A has turned off. This is an interesting sugges-
tion since intermittent radio activity could help to explain the
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Figure 5. Hercules A. HST/WFC3/UVIS Red-Green-Blue image composed of the I, V, and U band images. 8.4 GHz JVLA radio contours are superposed in
white.
unusual radio properties of Hercules A, especially the series
of shells/rings in the western lobe (Gizani & Leahy 2003).
Gizani et al. (2002) present EVN observations of the nu-
cleus of Hercules A with 18 mas resolution which detect a
compact radio source with a flux density of 14.6 mJy at 1.6
GHz. In addition, we detect the nucleus in our I-band im-
age. The detection of the nucleus in the radio and I-band
suggests that the nucleus remains active though possibly at
a much lower level than previously.
Hercules A is in a cooling flow cluster (Nulsen et al.
2005). The emission line nebulae in central dominant galax-
ies in cooling flows are almost always low excitation, and
[OIII]/Hβ ∼ 0.5 is within the range of commonly observed
values (e.g., Heckman et al. 1989; Crawford et al. 1999;
Quillen et al. 2008). It seems probable that the emission line
nebula in Herc A is low excitation because of the lack of a
strong ionizing AGN continuum and so the excitation is dom-
inated by e.g., star formation, shocks, or processes occurring
in the cooling flow environment.
However, radio galaxies which are fed by cold gas acquired
in a merger tend to have radiatively efficient accretion and
high excitation emission line nebulae (e.g., Baum et al. 1995;
Hardcastle et al. 2009; Buttiglione et al. 2010; Best & Heck-
man 2012). The fact that the nebula in Hercules A is low
excitation suggests that the dusty filaments are not providing
significant amounts of fuel to the central supermassive black
hole. This might be because (1) the gas has not yet settled
deep into the galaxy nucleus, or (2) the cold gas in the nu-
cleus is being removed, e.g., via entrainment in the radio jets.
4.5. Timescales
Nulsen et al. (2005) discovered a shock front in the hot
ICM with a radius of ∼ 160 kpc. Based on fits to the jump
in the X-ray surface brightness profile they estimate a shock
Mach number M ' 1.65. This gives an age for the out-
burst that created the shock of ts ∼ 5.9× 107 yr. If we as-
sume a lobe expansion velocity of 0.03c (e.g., Alexander &
Leahy 1987; Scheuer 1995; O’Dea et al. 2001; Tremblay et
al. 2010), the 200 kpc radio source radius implies a dynami-
cal age of td ∼ 2×107 yr. For comparison, the spectral age of
the electrons (due to radiative losses) at the end of the lobes is
>∼ 1.3×107 yr (Gizani & Leahy 2003) roughly consistent with
the dynamical age estimate. The dynamical and radiative loss
ages for the radio source are factors of ∼ 3 and ∼ 4.5 smaller
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Figure 6. Hercules A. HST/WFC3/UVIS. Color image (I-V).
Figure 7. Hercules A. HST/WFC3/UVIS. I-band unsharp-masked image
with contours of the U-band image superposed.
than the shock age. This might be due to the uncertainties in
the age estimates or it may suggest that there was a previous
epoch of radio source activity ∼ 60 Myr ago.
If the source has been recently reborn, the restarting jets
would propagate faster through the evacuated lobe result-
ing in a shorter (model dependent) age of 1 − 4× 106 yr
(Gizani & Leahy 2003). If the dusty filaments are from the
merger/interaction, they will need at least a dynamical time
(>∼ 108 yr) to reach the center. The lack of a bright accretion
disk suggests that the dusty filaments are not yet fueling the
radio source and that the fueling is being done by the cooling
flow (§4.4). If this is the case, the stopping and restarting of
the radio source would be associated with feedback and cool-
ing timescales in the cooling flow. The buoyant rise (75%
sound speed) and refilling times for both X-ray cavities are
about 7× 107 yr (Tremblay et al. 2013) which is compara-
ble to the age of the shock, but longer than the age of the
current radio source. The difference in the ages of the X-
ray cavities and the current radio source combined with the
fact that the X-ray cavities are misaligned with the current ra-
dio source by ∼ 65◦ would be consistent with the hypothesis
that the cavities were created by the previous epoch of radio
source activity (assuming that the cavities are created by the
radio source and not by some other phenomena). However,
that would suggest that the axis of the radio source changed
by ∼ 65◦ in between the two epochs of activity. Such a large
change in orientation may require a merger between super-
massive black holes (e.g., Merritt & Ekers 2002). The black
hole required for this merger may have been acquired in a
merger prior to the current encounter/merger with the sec-
ondary nucleus. In addition, if the previous radio source is
60 Myr old, there should be some evidence for low frequency
radio emission along the position angle of the X-ray cavities.
Nulsen et al. (2005) note a buoyant bubble is formed in their
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model for the shock. If this mechanism would produce cavi-
ties misaligned with the radio source axis, then a swing in jet
axis is not required.
A possible scenario would be the following. About 60 Myr
ago, a powerful radio source was generated propagating along
a position angle of 35◦. This radio source created the shock
and the cavities in the hot ICM. A black hole merged with the
central black hole changing the jet axis by 65◦ (in projection).
Either the source was ongoing and swung in position angle,
or it had turned off and restarted at the new position angle
of 100◦ about 20 Myr ago. The source has maintained its
position angle but the activity has been repetitive/unsteady on
time scales of several Myr in order to account for the structure
in the lobes (Gizani & Leahy 2003).
5. CONSTRAINTS ON ENTRAINMENT
Our HST observations show dusty filaments aligned with
the bases of the radio jets (e.g., Figures 3 and 8). Jets in FRI
radio galaxies are launched with relativistic velocities but de-
celerate to sub-relativistic velocities by the time they reach
kpc scales (e.g., Bridle & Perley 1984; O’Dea 1985; Laing
1993; Urry & Padovani 1995; Giovannini et al. 2001; Kharb et
al. 2012). It is widely thought that the deceleration is caused
by entrainment of thermal gas (e.g., Baan 1980; De Young
1981; Begelman 1982). The gas entrained could be either
(1) ambient gas entrained through a turbulent boundary layer
(e.g., Bicknell 1984, 1994; De Young 1986, 1996; Komis-
sarov 1990; Perucho & Martí 2007; Rossi et al. 2008; Wang
et al. 2009), (2) winds from stars within the volume of the jet
(e.g., Komissarov 1994; Bowman et al. 1996), or (3) dense
clouds which enter the jet (Fedorenko et al. 1996; Bosch-
Ramon et al. 2012). Laing and collaborators have modeled
the collimation, surface brightness, and polarization structure
of jets in FRIs in terms of entraining and decelerating rela-
tivistic flows (Laing & Bridle 2002a,b; Canvin & Laing 2004;
Canvin et al. 2005; Laing et al. 2006). Previous evidence for
entrainment has been suggested for 3C 277.3 (van Breugel
et al. 1985) and Centaurus A (Graham & Price 1981; but cf
Morganti et al. 1991; Graham 1998).
The boundary layer develops at the interface between the
jet and ambient medium and then spreads into both the am-
bient medium and the jet (Wang et al. 2009). Using our
HST observations we may be able to constrain how quickly
the boundary layer develops, and how far it extends into the
ambient medium. If the boundary layer extends far into the
ambient medium, this would suggest that there is a broader
“wind" which surrounds the jet and which can influence the
host galaxy. Here we consider the hypothesis that the dusty
filaments are entrained by the radio jet and examine the im-
plications. Because of the difference in morphology, we con-
sider the two sides separately. Disclaimer: There could be a
different physical relationship between the jet and filaments or
none at all if the apparent spatial coincidence is due to chance
projection. De Young (1986) finds that entrainment can occur
in the radio source bow shock. Thus, an alternative scenario
could be that filaments were not entrained in a jet boundary
layer, but were entrained in the bow shock of the radio source
when it originally propagated through the host galaxy about
20 Myr ago (§4.5). However, it is not clear that the dusty
filaments would survive that long.
5.1. The Western Jet
On the western side of the source, two dusty filaments align
with the radio jet. The northern of the two filaments extends
about 4.7′′ from the nucleus, while the southern extends about
2′′ from the nucleus. The radio jet does not become detectable
until just beyond the extent of the western filaments. This
“gap" is a common feature of FRI radio galaxies (e.g., Bridle
1984; Laing & Bridle 2002a,b; Canvin & Laing 2004; Can-
vin et al. 2005; Laing et al. 2006) and in the Laing & Bridle
models is due to dimming caused by Doppler beaming of the
radiation along the jet axis and thus out of our line-of-sight.
We assume that there is an undetected jet which is continu-
ous from the nucleus out to where the jet becomes detectable.
The continuity of the filament from the nucleus out to ∼ 4′′
suggests that the jet is entraining gas during the "gap" phase
of the jet (i.e., the inner 10 kpc).
If the dusty gas is distributed in a cylindrical sheath, the
higher column densities along our line of sight through the
sides of the sheath will cause greater obscuration along the
edges of the cylinder and thus the edges of the radio jets.
However, the asymmetry in the two filaments suggests that
the dusty gas is not distributed homogeneously in the sheath
around the radio jet axis. In order to emphasize the spatial
correlation between the filaments and radio jet we extrapo-
late the jet contours inwards towards the nucleus the radio jet
contours (Figure 8). We see that the filaments in projection
lie along the outside of the extrapolated radio jet. The separa-
tion between the two filaments (1′′or 2.7 kpc) is slightly larger
than the width of the extrapolated jet. Jets on these scales in
twin-jet sources tend to be expanding with distance from the
nucleus (e.g., Bridle 1984; Laing & Bridle 2002a,b; Canvin
& Laing 2004; Canvin et al. 2005; Laing et al. 2006). Thus,
the "true" inner jet at the location of the dusty filaments is
likely to be narrower than the jet at 4′′ from the nucleus. The
dusty filaments are seen outside the visible extent of the jets
at a distance of ∼ 1.3 kpc from the jet axis. The width of the
northern filament is <∼ 0.1′′ (270 pc). The location of the ob-
served dusty filaments relative to the jet axis depends on (1)
where the gas is entrained, and (2) where it survives the pro-
cess of entrainment and transport so that the filament is visible
in absorption against the stellar background. The lifetime of
cold dusty gas in high velocity flows is uncertain. Shocks
which develop in such flows would heat/ionize gas and de-
stroy grains. Thus, observational evidence for such cool gas
is interesting. A possible relevant result is that HI absorp-
tion in jet driven outflows in compact radio sources reveals
the presence of an atomic component to outflows with veloc-
ities up to ∼ 1000 km s−1 (e.g., Holt et al. 2008). The column
density through the dusty filament determines its detectability
in absorption against the stellar background. The filaments
can be made less detectable by mixing the cold gas and dust
into a larger volume or by destroying the dust grains. Dust
grains will be destroyed by shocks with velocities greater than
∼ 100 km s−1 (e.g., Jones et al. 1996; Welty et al. 2002; Jones
& Nuth 2011). So, if the boundary layer is turbulent, the dust
may trace a low velocity (v <∼ 100 km s−1) outer edge in the
boundary layer. We don’t see the dusty filaments widening or
the filaments changing their projected distance from the axis
of the jet as a function of distance from the nucleus as ex-
pected for a fully turbulent boundary layer. (Though there is
a hint of a shortening in the distance of the northern filament
from the jet axis around 4′′ from the nucleus.) Thus, in this
early stage of entrainment, perhaps the entrainment is fairly
laminar, or we preferentially see the dusty gas in regions of
the flow which are laminar.
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Figure 8. Hercules A. HST/WFC3/UVIS. V-band unsharp-masked image with low level radio contours of the JVLA image. Also shown in dashed lines is an
extrapolation inwards to the nucleus of the radio jet to show roughly where the undetected inner jet might lie with respect to the dusty filaments.
5.2. The Eastern Jet
Figures 3 and 8 show that unlike the relatively straight fila-
ments which bracket the jet on the western side, the eastern fil-
aments are arc-like suggesting they are part of a bubble/shell
or loop. Further the eastern filaments are slightly misaligned
from the jet axis (Figure 8). The inner filament is at PA∼ 87◦
and the outer filament is at PA ∼ 111◦. These arc-like struc-
tures resemble the bubbles seen in galactic super winds such
as e.g., NGC 3079 (e.g., Cecil et al. 2001) and NGC 6764
(e.g., Hota & Saikia 2006). However, it is not clear what the
energy source would be for winds in Hercules A. There is
no bright accretion disk to drive a wind by radiation pressure
(§4.4), and the star formation rates are too small to drive a
starburst-driven wind (§4.3). The only outflow that we know
exists is the radio jet. On the other hand, if the structures we
see on both sides are due to entrainment, then it is not clear
why the morphologies on the two sides are so different.
Although we don’t understand the difference in morphol-
ogy of the filaments on the two sides, for simplicity, we hy-
pothesize that the eastern filaments are also dragged out via
entrainment in the outflowing radio jet. In this scenario, the
dusty arcs are not pieces of shells blown out by a wind, but are
instead loops of dusty filaments dragged out via entrainment.
Hatch et al. (2006) suggest that in the central cooling flow
source NGC1275 (Perseus A), optical emission line filaments
are dragged to distances of order 20 kpc by buoyantly rising
bubbles generated by the radio source. Fabian et al. (2008)
have suggested that the Perseus filaments are stabilized from
disruption during their transport because they are threaded by
magnetic fields. If this magnetic stabilization model is cor-
rect, it may also apply to the filaments in Herc A. The pres-
ence of blue continuum and Hα emission associated with the
filaments (§4.3) suggests that the necessary free electrons will
be available to freeze the magnetic field to the filaments. If the
filaments were stripped from the secondary nucleus, the link-
ing of the magnetic field to the gas must have occurred in the
secondary galaxy.
Occam’s Razor favors a single explanation for the relation
between the jets and dusty filaments on the two sides of the
source. However, because of the difference in morphology, it
is possible that a different explanation is required for the two
sides. One such scenario could be that only the western fila-
ments are entrained - producing their linear structure. In this
alternate scenario, the eastern filaments are loops of dusty gas
stripped from the secondary nucleus and merely seen in pro-
jection against the jet. In this scenario the entrainment process
is not required to produce two different filament morpholo-
gies. Though this would seem to require the secondary nu-
cleus to pass through the plane containing the jets in order to
produce a fortuitous alignment.
As discussed in § 4.3 the unsharp-masked I band image
(Figure 7) suggests that there is Hα emission associated with
the dusty filaments. If the filaments are indeed entrained in the
jet boundary layer we might expect to see velocity structure
perhaps along and/or across the filaments. In addition, there
might be evidence for the ionization of the gas by shocks due
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to turbulence or velocity sheer in the boundary layer.
For completeness, we note that if there are currents associ-
ated with the filaments and the radio jets (e.g., Benford 1978),
then Lorentz force type interactions might also be possible.
5.3. Implications for the Radio Morphology
The differences in the structure of the radio jets on the two
sides might be due to (1) differences in the way the outflows
are generated by the supermassive black hole; or (2) differ-
ences in the way the outflows interact with their environments
as they travel outward away from the galaxy. It is not clear
whether the mechanisms which produce the radio morphol-
ogy are related to the mechanism which produce the mor-
phology of the dusty filaments. If we assume that they are
related, then it is possible to make the following argument. If
the Hubble data showed that the morphology of the cold gas
and dust mimicked that of the radio jet on the same side (i.e.,
dust shells on the side with radio shells, and straight filaments
on the side with a collimated jet), that would be consistent
with the idea that the differences in jet properties were estab-
lished on small scales. However, the fact that the cold gas and
dust has a different morphology than the radio emission on
the same side supports the idea that the differences in radio
properties are established on larger scales as the jets interact
with their environments (e.g. Gendre et al. 2013).
6. SUMMARY
We present U, V, and I band images of the host galaxy
of Hercules A obtained with HST/WFC3/UVIS. We find a
network of dusty filaments which are more complex and ex-
tended than seen in earlier HST observations. The filaments
are associated with a faint blue continuum light (possibly
from young stars) and faint Hα emission. Estimated star for-
mation rates in the filaments are a few M yr−1 which is a few
percent of the mass deposition rate inferred from the Chandra-
derived cooling power. The total dust mass in the filaments is
about 3.8×106 M.
It seems likely that the cold gas and dust has been stripped
from a companion galaxy now seen as a secondary nucleus.
There are dusty filaments aligned with the base of the jets on
both eastern and western sides of the galaxy. The morphol-
ogy of the filaments is different on the two sides - the west-
ern filaments are fairly straight, while the eastern filaments
are mainly in two loop-like structures. We suggest that de-
spite the difference in morphologies, both sets of filaments
have been entrained in a slow moving boundary layer outside
the relativistic flow. In the scenario, the entrainment has oc-
curred during the “gap" phase of jet evolution. As suggested
by Fabian et al. (2008) for NGC1275, magnetic fields in the
filaments may stabilize them against disruption.
We suggest a speculative scenario to explain the relation
of the radio source to the shock and cavities in the hot ICM.
About 60 Myr ago, a powerful radio source was generated
propagating along a position angle of 35◦. This radio source
created the shock and the cavities in the hot ICM. A black hole
merged with the central black hole changing the jet axis by
65◦ (in projection). Either the source was ongoing and swung
in position angle, or it had turned off and restarted at the new
position angle of 100◦ about 20 Myr ago. The source has
maintained its position angle but the activity has been repeti-
tive on time scales of several Myr in order to account for the
structure in the lobes (Gizani & Leahy 2003).
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